Hierarchical control of motor units in voluntary contractions
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De Luca CJ, Contessa P. Hierarchical control of motor units in voluntary contractions. J Neurophysiol 107: 178–195, 2012. First published October 5, 2011; doi:10.1152/jn.00961.2010.—For the past five decades there has been wide acceptance of a relationship between the firing rate of motor units and the afterhyperpolarization of motoneurons. It has been promulgated that the higher-threshold, larger-soma, motoneurons fire faster than the lower-threshold, smaller-soma, motor units. This relationship was based on studies on anesthetized cats with electrostimulated motoneurons. We questioned its applicability to motor unit control during voluntary contractions in humans. We found that during linearly force-increasing contractions, firing rates increased as exponential functions. At any time and force level, including at recruitment, the firing rate values were inversely related to the recruitment threshold of the motor unit. The time constants of the exponential functions were directly related to the recruitment threshold. From the Henneman size principle it follows that the characteristics of the firing rates are also related to the size of the soma. The “firing rate spectrum” presents a beautifully simple control scheme in which, at any given time or force, the firing rate value of earlier-recruited motor units is greater than that of later-recruited motor units. This hierarchical control scheme describes a mechanism that provides an effective economy of force generation for recruited motor units. This hierarchical control scheme describes a mechanism that provides an effective economy of force generation for recruited motor units. This hierarchical control scheme describes a mechanism that provides an effective economy of force generation for recruited motor units. This hierarchical control scheme describes a mechanism that provides an effective economy of force generation for recruited motor units.

METHODS

Subjects. Eight healthy subjects, five men and three women, reporting no known neurological disorder participated in the study. The average age of the subjects was 24.38 ± 2.16 yr (range 19–35 yr). An informed consent form, approved by the Institutional Review Board at Boston University, was read, understood, and signed by all subjects before participation in the study.

Muscles. Two muscles were studied: the vastus lateralis (VL) and the first dorsal interosseous (FDI). These muscles were chosen because they are known to have different firing rate properties. The VL muscle recruits motor units to almost maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) force and exhibits firing rates up to a range between 37 and 50 pulses per second (pps) (De Luca and Hostage 2010; Jakobi and Cafarelli 1998; Woods et al. 1987). The FDI muscle has a smaller range of recruitment (up to 67% MVC) and firing rates up to 47–92 pulses per second (pps).

The mechanism that regulates the firing behavior of motor units as a function of the excitation to the motoneuron pool during voluntary contractions has been a subject of study and speculation for nearly a century. Early studies on voluntary contractions in humans from Adrian and Bronk (1929) and Seyffarth (1940) found that, as the level of force increases, additional motor units are recruited and the firing rates of motor units increase. Later Henneman (1957), working with anesthetized cats, showed that in response to increasing (physiological) excitation motoneurons are recruited in order of increasing size. This fundamentally important finding was verified by Milner-Brown et al. (1973a) to hold in humans performing voluntary contractions. The recruitment mechanism is now generally accepted. However, the mechanism controlling the firing rates during voluntary contractions remains a subject of controversy.

Over five decades ago, Eccles et al. (1958) reported that, when electrically stimulated, phasic (higher threshold, larger diameter) motoneurons exhibited a shorter afterhyperpolariza-
ppps (De Luca and Hostage 2010; Duchateau and Hainaut 1990; Seki et al. 2007).

**Force measurements.** Subjects were seated in a chair that restrained hip movement, immobilized the leg at a knee angle of 60° flexion, immobilized the forearm, and restrained the wrist and fingers. Isometric force during leg extension and index finger abduction was measured via load cells attached to the lever arms of each restraint. The force was band-pass filtered from DC to 450 Hz and digitized at 20 kHz. Visual feedback of the contraction force was displayed on a computer screen.

**EMG recording.** Surface EMG (sEMG) signals were recorded from the two muscles by a surface sensor that contained five cylindrical probes (0.5 mm in diameter) with blunted ends that protruded from the housing. The probes were located at the corners and in the middle of a 5 × 5-mm square. The sensor was sized so as to ensure proper electrical contact without piercing the skin when pressed forcefully. For additional details, refer to De Luca et al. (2006) and Nawab et al. (2010). The output of the sensor was connected to an EMG amplifier (a modified Bagnoli 16-channel system developed by Delsys). The subject’s skin was prepared by removal of superficial dead skin with adhesive tape and sterilized with an alcohol swab. The surface sensor was placed on a location near the center of the belly of the muscle. The signals from four pairs of the sensor electrodes were differentially amplified and filtered with a bandwidth of 20 Hz to 1,750 Hz. The output of the sensor was connected to a EMG amplifier (a modified Bagnoli 16-channel system developed by Delsys). The subject’s skin was prepared by removal of superficial dead skin with adhesive tape and sterilized with an alcohol swab. The surface sensor was placed on a location near the center of the belly of the muscle. The signals from four pairs of the sensor electrodes were differentially amplified and filtered with a bandwidth of 20 Hz to 1,750 Hz. The signals were sampled at 20 kHz and stored in computer memory for off-line data analysis.

**Protocol.** The subjects were familiarized with the protocol and practiced the force tracking procedure and the MVC generation task prior to their formal participation in the experiment. At the beginning of the experimental session, we measured the MVC force. Three brief contractions lasting 5 s were introduced in Nawab et al. (2010), improved in the Appendix of De Luca and Hostage (2010). The fastest and slowest force rates were the limits of the trajectory up to the highest force level that could be achieved.

**EMG signal decomposition.** The raw EMG signals from the four channels of the sensor were decomposed into their constituent motor unit action potential trains (MUAPTs) with the sEMG signal decomposition algorithm first described by De Luca et al. (2006) and substantially improved by Nawab et al. (2010). The algorithms use artificial intelligence techniques to separate superimposed action potentials in the sEMG signal. The procedure for measuring the accuracy of the decomposed firing instances is discussed by Nawab et al. (2010). Briefly, the sEMG signal is decomposed to obtain the firing instances of the action potential of each identified MUAPT and the waveform of the action potential. The MUAPTs were summed to form a synthesized signal to which was added a Gaussian noise with a root-mean-squared value equivalent to that of the residual of the decomposed signal. As discussed in De Luca and Nawab (2011), the advantage of generating a synthesized signal in this manner is that the action potential shapes are real waveforms that contain all the characteristics of a real sEMG signal. The synthesized signal is decomposed, and all the firing instances are identified and compared with those obtained from the decomposition of the real signal. This operation is referred to as the Decompose-Synthesize-Decompose-Compare (DSDC) test, first introduced in Nawab et al. (2010), improved in the Appendix of De Luca and Hostage (2010), and further improved in Appendix 1 of this report.

**Accuracy and bias of decomposition algorithm.** Accuracy and bias of decomposition algorithm. Two critical questions arise when a sophisticated algorithm is used to identify, with high accuracy, the individual firings of a large number, commonly 30–50, of motor units from the sEMG signal. One is the accuracy of the algorithm. The other is whether the algorithm introduces a bias that disposes the firing instances to have a structured behavior such as the inverse relationship between the recruitment threshold and the firing rate values of the motor units reported by De Luca and Hostage (2010).

The procedure for measuring the accuracy of the decomposed firing instances is discussed by Nawab et al. (2010). Briefly, the sEMG signal is decomposed to obtain the firing instances of the action potential of each identified MUAPT and the waveform of the action potential. The MUAPTs are summed to form a synthesized signal to which was added a Gaussian noise with a root-mean-squared value equivalent to that of the residual of the decomposed signal. As discussed in De Luca and Nawab (2011), the advantage of generating a synthesized signal in this manner is that the action potential shapes are real waveforms that contain all the characteristics of a real sEMG signal. The synthesized signal is decomposed, and all the firing instances are identified and compared with those obtained from the decomposition of the real signal. This operation is referred to as the Decompose-Synthesize-Decompose-Compare (DSDC) test, first introduced in Nawab et al. (2010), improved in the Appendix of De Luca and Hostage (2010), and further improved in Appendix 1 of this report.

A measurement of the degree of accuracy of the firings for each MUAPT is obtained according to

\[
\text{Accuracy} = 1 - \frac{N_{\text{error}}}{N_{\text{truth}}}
\]

where \(N_{\text{error}}\) represents the total number of unmatched events and \(N_{\text{truth}}\) represents the total number of true events found when comparing the firing instances of the real decomposed EMG (dEMG) signal and the decomposed synthesized signal. This calculation was performed for every MUAPT. The accuracy of the decomposition was obtained by averaging the individual accuracies for each train.

The average accuracy of the firing instances tested on a set of 22 isometric contractions from different muscles and at various levels of MVC, including 100% MVC, was 95.2% on average (De Luca and Nawab 2011). Occasionally, the accuracy reached 100% for individual motor units.

To investigate the question of bias, we performed a test that is described in detail in Appendix 1 and is summarized here. We decomposed a real sEMG signal to obtain the original decomposed MUAPTs (dMUAPTs) identified in the sEMG signal. Then, we randomized the firing instances of the MUAPTs, superimposed them, and added Gaussian noise to reconstruct a synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs. This signal was not imbedded with any structured pattern of firing rates. The synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs was then decomposed. The decomposition yielded the same number of MUAPTs, with similar shapes, and similar time instances to those of the randomized MUAPTs. There was no evident tendency for the algorithm to alter the firing characteristics of the motor units. Therefore, the patterns and trends of the firing rates from the real dEMG can be considered to describe the actual behavior of the motor unit firing properties.

The bias assessment procedure also provided another means for measuring the accuracy of the algorithm. When the accuracy measurement described above was performed by comparing the firing instances of the decomposition of the synthesized signal consisting of a superposition of randomized MUAPTs to the firing instances of the
randomized MUAPTs, it was found to be $95.4 \pm 1.2\%$. This value is similar to the $95.6 \pm 0.8\%$ obtained when measuring the accuracy by comparing the firing instances of the MUAPTs from the decomposition of the real sEMG signal to those from the synthesized signal consisting of a superposition of the original MUAPTs. These procedures are explained in greater detail in APPENDIX 1.

Data analysis. The firing rate trajectory of each motor unit was computed by low-pass filtering the impulse train with a unit-area Hanning window of 1-s duration. For each motor unit $i$, three parameters were extracted from the mean firing rate data: the recruitment threshold ($\tau_i$), the firing rate at recruitment ($\lambda r_i$), and the peak firing rate at the targeted contraction level ($\lambda p_i$). The recruitment threshold was calculated as the force level at which the motor unit began to fire. The firing rate at recruitment was estimated from the inverse of the average of the first three interpulse intervals; the peak firing rate was computed as the average value of the mean firing rate trajectory during the duration of the constant force. If no constant mean firing rate region could be identified in the higher-level contractions at 10% MVC/s, the maximum value of the mean firing rate trajectory was taken as the peak firing rate. Linear regressions were performed on the firing rates at recruitment and peak firing rates versus the recruitment threshold.

Our data showed a nonlinear increase in the firing rate with respect to the force, with the “velocity” of the firing rate decreasing as the force reaches the highest value. For examples, see Figs. 1 and 2. We fitted an exponential equation to the firing rate trajectory of each motor unit in each contraction to analyze their behavior as a function of time, using the above estimated values for $\tau_i$, $\lambda r_i$, and $\lambda p_i$ as starting values for the fit:

$$\hat{\lambda}_i(t, \tau_i) = \hat{\lambda r}_i + (\hat{\lambda p}_i - \hat{\lambda r}_i)[1 - e^{(t - \tau_i)\hat{\theta}_i}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

for $t > \tau_i$, where $\hat{\lambda}_i$ is the mean firing rate as a function of time and recruitment threshold; $\tau_i$ is the recruitment threshold as a function of normalized MVC ($0 < \tau_i < 1$); $\hat{\theta}_i$ is the time constant of the fitted curve; $\hat{\lambda r}_i$ is the estimated value of the firing rate at recruitment obtained from the fitted curve; and $\hat{\lambda p}_i$ is the estimated value of the peak firing rate obtained from the fitted curve. See Fig. 2, where the fit is shown superimposed on the actual firing rates of several motor units in three contractions of the VL muscle. Other contractions in the FDI and VL muscles provided equivalently good fits ($R^2$ values between 0.51 and 0.97 for both the FDI and the VL muscles). The estimated value for $\theta_i$ from the fit was obtained for each motor unit. A linear regression was performed on the time constant $\theta_i$ versus the recruitment threshold.
that the firing rate of a motor unit increases as a negative exponential function as the excitation (force) increases. See Fig. 2, where the mathematically generated dashed lines are superimposed on the actual firing rates of several motor units in three contractions. The second observation is that the parameters of the firing rates may be expressed as a function of the recruitment threshold (see Figs. 3 and 4). The third observation is that the trajectory of the firing rate is only weakly influenced by the force rate of the contraction within the range of 2% to 10% MVC/s. See Fig. 5, where the firing rate trajectories of three different motor units recruited at approximately the same force level in contractions performed at three different force rates are presented.

The number of motor units analyzed in the 10% MVC/s was 224 for the FDI and 289 for the VL; in the 4% MVC/s it was 323 for the FDI and 375 for the VL; and for the 2% MVC/s it was 272 for the FDI and 222 for the VL (see Table 1). Note that, in the regression analysis, the intersubject variability (measured with the $R^2$ value) in the grouped data was generally greater than the intrasubject variability in the individual subjects (see Table 2). Figure 3 and Table 1 contain details on the grouped data and the regression lines for each target force level analyzed. Data from an individual subject are presented in Fig. 4. This observation indicates that trends are more likely to be noticed in data sets obtained within each subject than in data sets formed by grouping subjects.

Recruitment threshold. The VL muscle and the FDI muscle were characterized by different recruitment ranges: motor units were recruited up to 53% MVC in the FDI muscle and up to 80% MVC in the VL muscle. The values for the FDI are consistent with those reported by De Luca et al. (1982a) (52% MVC), Thomas et al. (1986) (54% MVC), and Kamen et al. (1995) (60% MVC). It should be noted that the maximal recruitment threshold seen in this and other studies does not define the maximal recruitment range in the muscles. For example, De Luca and Hostage (2010) used the same technology employed in this study and reported a maximal recruitment threshold of 67% MVC for the FDI and 95% MVC for the VL muscles. The maximal recruitment threshold identified by our decomposition algorithm in any individual contraction depends on the characteristics of the sEMG signal, the signal-to-noise ratio of the collected signals, and the shapes of the action potentials.

Time constant of firing rate. The time constant of the firing rate ($\tau$) was computed by fitting the mean firing rate trajectories with Eq. 1. The mean firing trajectories were computed by filtering the trains of impulses of each motor unit with a 1-s Hanning window. This window length was chosen because it provided a smoothed version of the firing rate trajectories without excessively biasing the estimate of the time constant. This choice is discussed further in Appendix 2.

Equation 1 provided a good fit to the firing rate trajectories ($R^2$ values are between 0.51 and 0.97 for both FDI and VL muscles). The values of the time constants ranged from 0.42 to 2.64 s for the FDI and from 0.58 to 2.55 s for the VL muscle. When regressed against the recruitment threshold ($\tau$), a positive linear relation was found between $\theta$ and $\tau$ for all three target force levels analyzed (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). There was a trend for the slope and the intercept of the regression lines to decrease with increasing force rate. The change in the slope was significant only when comparing the contractions at 2% and 4% MVC/s ($P < 0.001$) and the contractions at 2% and 10% MVC/s ($P < 0.001$). The change was negligible when
comparing the contractions at 4% and 10% MVC/s ($P = 0.14$) in the FDI muscle and barely significant ($P = 0.04$) in the VL muscle. The change was negligible also when comparing the intercept (see Table 3 for the complete set of values). The next section will show that a time-dependent excitation function does influence the firing rate trajectory, but the influence is minor for the force rates considered in this study. Thus in our data the time constant is not systematically influenced by the force rate in the force rate range tested.

The values of the time constant estimated from the fastest contractions (10% MVC/s) are the best representatives of the actual values that can be obtained from our data. Their intrinsic values would be available from contractions where the excitation (force) is provided as a step function, but the sEMG signal from such contractions cannot be decomposed with the present technology.

The regression equation of the data from the fastest (10% MVC/s) contractions was

$$\theta(\tau) = 1.86 \tau + 0.51 \quad (R^2 = 0.42)$$

for the FDI muscle

and

$$\theta(\tau) = 1.59 \tau + 0.38 \quad (R^2 = 0.44)$$

for the VL muscle.

**Fig. 3.** Grouped values from all 8 subjects for the firing rates at recruitment ($r$), the peak firing rates ($p$), and the time constant ($\theta$) vs. the recruitment threshold ($\tau$) for the first dorsal interosseus (FDI) and VL muscles. Results from the contractions performed at 10%, 4%, and 2% MVC/s up to 100%, 80%, and 50% MVC are presented in blue, red, and green, respectively.

**Firing rate at recruitment.** Firing rates at recruitment ranged from 3 to 13 pps in the FDI muscle and from 3 to 10 pps in the VL muscle. These values are consistent with those previously reported by Milner-Brown et al. (1973b), De Luca et al. (1982a), and Duchateau and Hainaut (1990). When regressed against the recruitment threshold ($\tau$), a negative linear relation was found for all three target force levels analyzed (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The slopes of the regression lines were significantly ($P < 0.05$) different among all contractions, except for 4% versus 10% MVC/s in the VL muscle ($P = 0.46$). The intercepts of the regression lines increased significantly ($P < 0.001$) with force rate in both muscles, with the singular exception between 2% and 4% MVC/s in the FDI muscle ($P = 0.64$) (see Table 3 for the complete set of values). The increase is likely an artifact of the computational procedure used to estimate the value of the firing rate at recruitment as the excitation increases: The value of the first three interpulse intervals decreases to a greater degree during faster force rates, and the decrease will also be more pronounced for earlier-recruited faster time-constant motor units. This bias has also been noted by Tanji and Kato (1973), who found greater firing rates at recruitment during contractions performed at greater speeds.
The regression equation for the data from the contractions at 10% MVC/s was:

\[ \lambda r(\tau) = -14.29\tau + 11.14 \quad (R^2 = 0.72) \]

for the FDI muscle and

\[ \lambda r(\tau) = -6.31\tau + 9.11 \quad (R^2 = 0.53) \]

for the VL muscle.

**Peak firing rate.** In the FDI muscle, the peak firing rates observed in this study ranged from 7 to 34 pps. This range is consistent with that found in previous work by De Luca and Hostage (2010) and that reported by Duchateau and Hainaut (1990). In the VL muscle, the peak firing rate range was from 6 to 25 pps. These values are consistent with those found by De Luca and Hostage (2010) and slightly lower (12–40 pps) than those reported by Woods et al. (1987). When regressed against the recruitment threshold (\(\tau\)), a negative linear relation was found for all three target force levels analyzed (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The slopes of the regression lines were significantly \(P < 0.001\) different among all contractions, except for 4% versus 10% MVC/s in the FDI \(P = 0.38\) and in the VL muscle \(P = 0.21\). The intercepts of the regression lines increased significantly \(P < 0.001\) with force rate in both muscles, with the singular exception between 2% and 4% MVC/s in the FDI muscle \(P = 0.30\) (see Table 3 for the complete set of values). This result is expected given that the target force level of the contractions at faster rates was also increasing. See De Luca and Hostage (2010) for additional details.

**A MODEL FOR THE FIRING RATES OF MOTONEURONS**

**Firing rate spectrum.** We now proceed to deriving an expression for the firing rate of the motoneurons in a pool that activates a muscle during linearly varying force contractions. For each motoneuron \(i\) in the pool, the time course of the exponential equation that describes the firing rate may be defined by the time constant \(\theta_i\), the firing rate at recruitment \(\lambda r\), the peak firing rate reached at a target force level \(\lambda p\), and the recruitment threshold \(\tau\). As discussed previously, our data...
show that in the range of 10% to 2% MVC/s the force rate does not influence the firing rate significantly. Therefore, it can be reduced to a function of time and recruitment threshold approximated by the following equation:

\[
\lambda_i(t, \tau_i) = \lambda \tau_i + [\lambda \rho(\tau_i) - \lambda \tau_i][1 - e^{-(\eta_t - \tau)}]
\]  (2)

For \( t \geq \tau_i \), \( \lambda \), \( \lambda \rho \), and \( \theta \) are all linearly related to the recruitment threshold \( \tau \) of the motor units and may be expressed by the following equations:

\[
\lambda \tau_i = m_i \tau_i + b_i
\]  (3)

\[
\lambda \rho(\tau_i) = m_p \tau_i + b_p
\]  (4)

\[
\theta(\tau_i) = m_p \tau_i + b_p
\]  (5)

Substituting Eqs. 3, 4, and 5 into Eq. 2, we obtain

\[
\lambda_i(t, \tau_i) = m_p \tau_i + b_p - e^{m_p \tau_i + b_p}[(m_p - m_i) + b_p - b_i]
\]  (6)

In an earlier study by De Luca and Hostage (2010), we investigated the relationship of the firing rate with force at target levels of 20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% MVC. We obtained the following relations for the slope \( m_p \) and the intercept \( b_p \) of the peak firing rate as a function of force:

\[
m_p(\varphi) = C - Ae^{-\varphi / B} \quad (7)
\]

\[
b_p(\varphi) = D\varphi + E \quad (8)
\]

The two equations can be incorporated to provide a complete description of the mean firing rate behavior of a specific motor unit \( i \) recruited at the threshold force \( \tau_i \), increasing over time as the force \( \varphi \) of the contraction varies:

\[
\lambda_i(t, \varphi, \tau_i) = E + D\varphi + (C - Ae^{-\varphi / B})\tau_i - e^{m_p(\varphi) + b_p}[E - b_t] + D\varphi + (C - m_i - Ae^{-\varphi / B})\tau_i
\]  (9)

for \( t \geq \tau_i \), and \( 0 < \tau_i < 1 \) and \( \tau_i+1 > \tau_i \). This general equation describes the family of firing rates of the motor units in a muscle during an isometric contraction as it progresses from 0 to maximal force level.

To customize the equation to a specific muscle, the specific parameter values are required. For both the FDI and the VL, parameters \( m_p \), \( b_p \), \( m_i \), and \( b_i \) have been previously defined for the greatest force rate contraction (10% MVC/s) since they are the best representatives of the actual values, which would be available from contractions where the excitation (force) is provided as a step function, as previously discussed (see RESULTS and Table 1). The values reported for the parameters A, B, C, D, and E are 85, 0.32, \( -23 \), 6.93, and 20.9 for the FDI muscle and 116, 0.15, \( -21 \), 8.03, and 19.0 for the VL muscle (De Luca and Hostage 2010). Hence, we obtain the following equations for the FDI muscle:

\[
\lambda_i(t, \varphi, \tau_i) = 21 + 6.9\varphi - (23 + 85e^{\varphi / 63})\tau_i - e^{(m_p(\varphi) + b_p)[9.8 + 6.9\varphi - (8.7 - 85e^{\varphi / 63})\tau_i]}
\]  (10A)

and for the VL muscle:

\[
\lambda_i(t, \varphi, \tau_i) = 21 + 6.9\varphi - (23 + 85e^{\varphi / 63})\tau_i - e^{(m_p(\varphi) + b_p)[9.8 + 6.9\varphi - (8.7 - 85e^{\varphi / 63})\tau_i]}
\]  (10B)

Statistics from the regression analysis on the firing rates at recruitment (\( \lambda \)), the peak firing rates (\( \lambda \rho \)), and the time constant of the firing rates (\( \theta \)) vs. the recruitment thresholds (\( \tau \)) of the motor units for the grouped data are shown. FDI, first dorsal interosseous; VL, vastus lateralis; MVC, maximum voluntary contraction.

Table 1. Statistics, grouped data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FDI</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>VL</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \lambda \tau )</td>
<td>( \lambda \rho )</td>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>( \lambda \tau )</td>
<td>( \lambda \rho )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% MVC/s</td>
<td>-14.29</td>
<td>-33.53</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>-6.31</td>
<td>-18.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>-12.35</td>
<td>-31.93</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>-5.91</td>
<td>-17.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>27.85</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>24.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 ) value</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. motor units</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% MVC/s</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>-18.38</td>
<td>-48.22</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>-8.52</td>
<td>-25.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 ) value</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. motor units</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics from the regression analysis on the firing rates at recruitment (\( \lambda \)), the peak firing rates (\( \lambda \rho \)), and the time constant of the firing rates (\( \theta \)) vs. the recruitment thresholds (\( \tau \)) of the motor units for the grouped data are shown. FDI, first dorsal interosseous; VL, vastus lateralis; MVC, maximum voluntary contraction.
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shown in Fig. 6, Feinstein et al. (1955), the range of recruitment (RR) is 0 to 0.67.

Table 3. Comparison between regression lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FDI</th>
<th></th>
<th>VL</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λ(τ)</td>
<td>λρ(τ)</td>
<td>θ(τ)</td>
<td>λ(τ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% MVCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² value: individual subjects, averaged</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² value: common regression</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% MVCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² value: individual subjects, averaged</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² value: common regression</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% MVCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² value: individual subjects, averaged</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² value: common regression</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of average R² values of the individual subjects to R² values of the common regressions (grouped subjects) for the regression analysis on the firing rates at recruitment (λt), the peak firing rates (λp), and the time constant of the firing rates (θ) vs. the recruitment thresholds (τ) of the motor units.

\[
\lambda_i(t, \varphi, \tau_i) = 19 + 8.0 \varphi - (21 + 116e^{-\frac{\varphi}{0.2}})\tau_i \\
- e^{1.2\tau_i} [9.9 + 8.0 \varphi + (-14.7 - 116e^{-\frac{\varphi}{0.2}})\tau_i] \\
(10B)
\]

Two other factors are required: the number of motor units in the muscle and the distribution of the recruitment threshold. For the FDI muscle, the number of motor units (n) is ~120 (Feinstein et al. 1955), the range of recruitment (RR) is 0 to 0.67 (De Luca and Hostage 2010), and, according to Fuglevand et al. (1993), the recruitment threshold distribution is exponential, as shown in Fig. 6, bottom, and may be expressed as:

\[
\tau_i = \frac{e^{ai}}{100} \\
(11)
\]

with

\[
a = \frac{\ln(RR/20)}{n}, \quad RR = 67 \quad and \quad n = 120
\]

For the VL muscle, the number of units is ~600. This number is based on a comparison to the rectus femoris muscle reported by Christensen (1959). The range of recruitment threshold is 0 to 0.95 (De Luca and Hostage 2010). We are not aware of any data in the literature reporting the distribution of recruitment threshold for the VL muscle or for other muscles of the quadriceps group. However, Kukulka and Clamann (1981) have provided evidence that the distribution of recruitment threshold for larger more proximal muscles, such as the biceps brachii, is less skewed compared with the exponential distribution of the FDI muscle. Therefore, for the purpose of demonstration, we used the following exponential distribution with a more gradual slope to represent the distribution for the VL muscle:

\[
\tau_i = \left(\frac{20i}{n}\right) e^{ai}/100 \\
(12)
\]

with

\[
a = \frac{\ln(RR/20)}{n}, \quad RR = 95 \quad and \quad n = 600
\]

It is now possible to solve the function \(\lambda_i(t, \varphi, \tau_i)\) for all the motor units in a muscle as a function of time, recruitment threshold and excitation (force) level. The resulting spectra of the two muscles for the contraction increasing up to 100% MVC (maximal excitation) are shown in Fig. 6, top, for the FDI and the VL muscles. The two spectra have the appearance of the onion skin property reported by De Luca et al. (1982a), De Luca and Erim (1994), and De Luca and Hostage (2010). The firing rate at recruitment is inversely proportional to the recruitment threshold, and the time constant of the firing rate increase, as evidenced by the sluggishness of the rise of the trajectory, is directly proportional to the recruitment threshold. Overall, the appearance of the trajectories is consistent with the data collected in this study, which are presented in Figs. 1 and 2.

The firing rate spectrum describes the behavior of the firing rate of each motor unit in a muscle when the motoneuron pool is excited to a specific level. Consider the diagrams in Fig. 7.

Table 2. Individual versus common regressions
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The horizontal axis represents the force produced by the muscle or the excitation received by the motoneuron pool in order to exert a given force output (in %MVC). These two variables are likely nonlinearly related, but they are both monotonic functions of time. The excitation is received by all the motoneurons in a pool, via their interconnections in the pool, and each motoneuron responds according to Eq. 9. The excitation represented here is the net excitation to the motoneuron pool, consisting of the sum of all excitatory and inhibitory inputs. There is evidence for this “common drive” to the pool in our earlier work (De Luca et al. 1982b; De Luca and Erim 1994), which showed that the firing rates of concurrently active motor units have common oscillations that fluctuate in unison at or near zero time delay among the firing rates.

Fig. 6. Top: the firing rate spectrum calculated from Eq. 10A for the FDI and Eq. 10B for the VL for some selected motoneurons in the pool of the respective muscles. Note that the firing rate at recruitment is inversely proportional to the recruitment threshold for both muscles and the pattern of the spectra are largely similar, with mild difference between the 2 muscles. For purpose of clarity 1 of every 2 motor units and 1 of every 6 motor units are shown for the FDI and VL muscles, respectively. Bottom: the distribution of recruitment thresholds as a function of excitation for the FDI and VL muscles. The distribution for the FDI is obtained from Eq. 11 (Fuglevand et al. 1993); the similar but less skewed distribution for the VL muscle is obtained from a slightly different equation (Eq. 12) (see text for details). Note that the FDI muscle has a lower number of motor units whose recruitment threshold distribution is skewed to the lower end of the firing rate spectrum compared with that of the VL muscle. Also, the maximal recruitment threshold is greater for the VL than for the FDI muscle.

Fig. 7. A schematic displaying the interpretation of the firing rate spectrum described in Fig. 6. Top: the vertical line indicates the excitation required to produce a constant-force isometric contraction at 30% MVC. This is the common drive to the motoneuron pool. The motoneurons to the left of the excitation line respond to the excitation. The intersection of the vertical line with each of the firing rates corresponds to the value of the firing rate of each motoneuron at the 30% excitation level. Note that earlier-recruited motoneurons have progressively greater firing rates. This is made clear on the right of the panel, which presents the firing impulses of the first recruited motoneuron (1) and the last recruited motoneuron (97) in the distribution. Bottom: the excitation is moved to 60% MVC. Additional motoneurons are recruited, and the excitation line now intersects the firing rates at greater values. This behavior is shown on the firing trains on right of the spectra: the shorter firing intervals indicate that the firing rates of all the motoneurons increase, and the additional train at bottom indicates that new motoneurons (up to 116) have been recruited.
Consider the common drive to a motoneuron pool to be fixed at the equivalent of 30% MVC ($\varphi = 0.3$) as in Fig. 7, top. The dashed vertical line traverses the values of the mean firing rates of all the recruited motor units at this excitation level at the left portion of the excitation line. The first motor unit to be recruited has the greatest average firing rate, as shown by the trajectory at the top of the firing rate spectrum. The last motor unit to be recruited at the designated excitation (force) level has the lowest average firing rate. The firing trains of the two motor units at the extremities of the activation range are shown on the right of the firing rate spectrum diagram. If the excitation is increased to the 60% MVC level ($\varphi = 0.6$) as shown in Fig. 7, bottom, additional motor units are recruited, each with increasingly lower firing rate at recruitment and increasingly lower average firing rate thereafter.

The firing rate spectrum provides a pragmatic understanding of the control to the motoneuron pool that regulates the firing of individual motor units. It describes the dominant characteristics of the firing rate behavior provided by investigating the behavior of the average firing rate values. It does not describe the realistic irregular interpulse intervals. Such a representation requires the synaptic noise to be added, but is beyond the scope of this work.

**DISCUSSION**

This study presents evidence that once a motoneuron is activated the firing rate increases as a negative exponential function having the form of Eq. 9. The parameters that define the exponential function (the time constant, the firing rate at recruitment, and the peak firing rate) can all be expressed as linear functions of the recruitment threshold, with the time constant being directly proportional and the firing rate at recruitment and the peak firing rate being inversely proportional. We found these relationships to hold for both the FDI and the VL muscles, which are known to have different characteristics of the firing rate behavior provided by investigating the firing of individual motor units. It describes the dominant characteristics of the firing rate behavior within a muscle.

**Firing rate at recruitment.** The firing rate values at recruitment decrease with increasing recruitment threshold according to Eq. 3. This finding is consistent with that of Tanji and Kato (1973). Although the results of some of our previous studies suggested a positive relation between initial firing rate and recruitment threshold (Adam et al. 1998; De Luca et al. 1982a; Erim et al. 1996), the previous work included observation of only a few motor units that could be tracked with our earlier and less sophisticated technology described by LeFever and De Luca (1982) and LeFever et al. (1982). The present technology described by De Luca et al. (2006) and Nawab et al. (2010) contains specialized algorithms for identifying the firings of motor unit near the point of recruitment. The present technology also enables the identification and classification of motor unit firings throughout the full range of force production, from very low to maximal levels, including MVC. The expanded force range provides a more complete assessment of the motor unit firing behavior within a muscle.

Our present findings counter those of Grimby et al. (1979), Moritz et al. (2005), Tracy et al. (2005), and Barry et al. (2007), who also investigated voluntary isometric contractions in humans but found a direct relationship between the firing rate at recruitment and the recruitment threshold. A direct relationship was also reported by Kernell (1965c, 1979), who investigated the firing behavior of severed motoneurons in decerebrated cats. This seeming disparity with our results can be explained by the methodology of the measurements used in all these works. In the work of Kernell (1965c, 1979), the firing rate at recruitment was elicited by providing a barely above-threshold current to trigger the motoneuron to fire. As the motoneuron began to fire, the current was held constant. In a similar way, in the work of Grimby et al. (1979), Moritz et al. (2005), Tracy et al. (2005), and Barry et al. (2007) the firing rate at recruitment was obtained by executing a graded increase or decrease in the force until a minimal and constant firing rate was achieved. This constant-activation condition differs from that used in this study and is not consistent with the execution of a force-modulated voluntary contraction that is the ordinary modality of muscle use. In the varying-activation case, after the first firing of the motoneuron, the excitation to the motoneuron increases prior to the subsequent firing. This increase in the excitation causes the motoneuron to fire sooner, decreasing the interpulse interval and resulting in a greater firing rate. According to Figs. 3 and 4, the earlier-recruited (smaller diameter) fibers have a smaller time constant; consequently, the exponential function that describes the firing rate increases faster as a function of time, rendering the earlier-recruited motoneurons more sensitive to the influence of the rising excitation. The inverse relationship follows. The important point is that experiments in which the excitation to the motoneurons is administered as a constant-level marginally suprathreshold current provide firing rate information that is not applicable to describing the firing rate behavior in force-modulated voluntary contractions.

**Firing rate trajectory.** Once a motoneuron is recruited and the excitation increases, the firing rate increases as an exponential function according to Eq. 9. The velocity of the firing rate gradually decreases until the firing rate trajectory reaches a peak value that is inversely proportional to the recruitment threshold, as described by Eq. 4. A similar behavior in humans has been reported by Seyffarth (1940), Bracchi et al. (1966), Milner-Brown et al. (1973b), Monster and Chan (1977), Kiehn and Eken (1997), and Westgaard and De Luca (2001); in cats by Hoffer et al. (1987); and in turtles by Hornby et al. (2002). We also found that the firing rate trajectory appears to be essentially independent of the force rate in contractions ranging from 2% to 10% MVCs.

An exponential equation was found to provide a good fit to all the firing rate trajectories from our data ($R^2 = 0.51–0.97$). The rate of increase is determined by the time constant, which was found to increase as a function of recruitment threshold. Consequently the larger-diameter, later-recruited motoneurons have a progressively slower firing rate increase as has been reported by De Luca and Hostage (2010) and is plainly evident in Figs. 1 and 2. As a consequence, the firing rate value of the later-recruited, larger-diameter motoneurons will be lower at any time and force. This pattern is evident in Figs. 1 and 2, and in all our work over the past four decades (Adam et al. 1998; De Luca et al. 1982a, 1996; De Luca and Hostage 2010; Erim et al. 1996) as well as that of others who studied voluntary contractions in humans (Freund et al. 1975; Holobar et al. 2009; Kamen et al. 1995; Kanosue et al. 1979; Masakado 1991, 1994; Masakado et al. 1995; McGill et al. 2005; Monster and Chan 1977; Person and Kudina 1972; Seyffarth 1940; Stashuk et al. 1972).
and De Bruin 1988; Tanji and Kato 1973) and that of Hoffer et al. (1987), who studied voluntary contractions of cats. There have been contrasting reports by Gydikov and Kosarrov (1974), Grimby et al. (1979), Moritz et al. (2005), Tracy et al. (2005), and Barry et al. (2007), who found that during voluntary isometric contractions in humans later-recruited motor units have greater firing rates. These studies grouped firing rate data from different subjects, some from contractions performed on different days and also from contractions performed at different target force levels for the different motor units analyzed. As discussed by De Luca and Hostage (2010), this approach introduces errors due to intersubject variability and inconsistencies in the normalization across measurements made in different contractions and different subjects. The studies that agreed with our results all analyzed data that were collected either from individual contractions or at a common target force level. Figures 2 and 3 in Moritz et al. (2005) actually show the hierarchically decreasing firing rates with increasing recruitment threshold when the firing rates from different motor units are compared at the same force level. However, when data from motor units firing at different target force levels (higher for later-recruited motor units) are grouped together, the relationship appears to be inconsistent and even reversed. Our data show that the firing rate hierarchical progression remains unaltered in contractions ranging from 2% to 10% MVC/s. A similar firing rate behavior was seen in much faster contractions reported in Fig. 5 of Nawab et al. (2010), where the force rate was 120% MVC/s.

Studies performed on animals by electrical stimulation of severed motoneurons also contrast with our data. Granit et al. (1963), who worked with cats and rats, and Kernell (1965a, 1965b) who worked with cats, both reported that when an incrementally increased current was used to stimulate the motoneurons, a positive linear relation was found between the current amplitude and the firing rate. Kernell (1965b) referred to this response as the “primary range.” In this range the firing rate values reached 74 pps. Kernell (1965b), Granit et al. (1966), and Schwindt and Calvin (1972) also reported that some motoneurons are able to fire

Fig. 8. Diagram of the procedure for measuring the accuracy of the algorithm and for testing the algorithm for the absence of a biased structured result. The test for accuracy involves steps A and B (top). The test for bias involves steps A, C, and D (bottom). Accuracy test: a real sEMG signal is decomposed to obtain all the firing instances and the action potential shapes of all the identifiable motor unit action potential trains (MUAPTs) in the signal [original decomposed MUAPTs (dMUAPTs) in A]. The firing instances and the action potential shapes are used to construct a synthesized signal of MUAPTs to which Gaussian noise is added. The synthesized signal of MUAPTs is then decomposed, and the results of the decomposition (dMUAPTs in B) are compared with the decomposition of the real sEMG signal (original dMUAPTs in A). Test for bias: the test for bias is similar to the test for accuracy with the only addition of a randomization process (C). The identified firing times of each motor unit obtained from the decomposition of a real sEMG signal undergo a stochastic process whereby firings are either randomly inserted or deleted until all motor unit trains have approximately the same number of firings (randomized MUAPTs in C). The randomized trains and action potential shapes are then used to construct a synthesized signal, which is comprised of randomized MUAPTs that do not present structured behavior. The synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs is decomposed, and the output of the decomposition algorithm (randomized dMUAPTs in D) is compared with the input to the decomposition algorithm (randomized MUAPTs in C).
at greater rates when stimulated with higher-amplitude currents, and that the slope of the firing rate response is greater in this region, which was named the “secondary range,” where the firing rate values reached 195 pps (Kernell 1965b). Schwindt (1973) observed that at the highest firing rates the frequency-stimulating current curve tended to become less steep before a final stage of inactivation was reached, and he called these greater rates the “tertiary range.”

There are several reports indicating that the results of electrically elicited firing rates may not be applicable to describing the firing rate behavior during voluntary contractions. Experiments performed on decerebrated cats in which the excitation to the motoneuron pool was provided via a stretch reflex did not produce such levels of firing rates. Adrian and Bronk (1929) found that the greatest firing rates of reflexively activated lumbosacral motoneurons were in the range of 60–90 pps. Denny-Brown (1929) and Granit (1958) observed that during a stretch reflex in a decerebrated cat the firing rate initially increased with muscle length but remained constant or only increased slightly after reaching a low firing rate on the order of 10–30 pps. Comparable results were obtained by Hoffer et al. (1987), who monitored the firing rate in the cat quadriceps and sartorius motoneurons during walking up to 1.3 m/s. Their highest observed firing rate was 45 pps. It was attained by the earlier-recruited motoneurons, which substantially decreased their firing rate velocity at this value, meaning that more strenuous contractions would not substantially extend the firing rate range of the earlier-recruited faster-firing motoneurons. Thus the secondary range reported by Kernell (1965b) and the tertiary range reported by Schwindt (1973) are likely responses that can be induced by electrical stimulation but do not occur during voluntary contractions or during a stretch reflex.

The works of Granit and that of Kernell teach us that the firing capacity of the motoneurons is intrinsically greater than that exercised during voluntary contractions, but they do not teach us that this capacity of the motoneuron is exploited during voluntary contractions.

If the intrinsic properties of motoneurons can produce greater firing rates than those produced during voluntary contractions, it follows that the excitation to the motoneuron pool is limited by some emergent properties of the motoneuron pool, such as the influence of spindle feedback or by some descending projections not yet identified.

**The firing rate spectrum.** The firing rate spectrum of the motoneuron pool derived for linear force-varying contractions may be described by an equation (Eq. 9) that is expressed as a function of time, contraction force, and the recruitment threshold of the motoneurons. The recruitment threshold parameter can be replaced by the diameter of the motoneuron. It is more convenient to express it as a function of the recruitment threshold because this parameter is more readily available. The family of firing rates for the complete sets of motor units in the FDI and the VL muscles, or the motoneuron pool of these muscles, is presented in Fig. 6. In both muscles, firing rates are always inversely related to the recruitment threshold, including the firing rates at recruitment. They describe an exponential function whose time constant increases with recruitment threshold.

From a practical perspective, the value of the time constants might have been influenced by time-dependent factors in the different force paradigms presented, since the greater force level contractions were especially difficult for the subjects to track. However, we did not focus on the effect of time-dependent factors on the time constant for the purposes of our analysis; rather we were interested in the relation between the time constant and the recruitment threshold for a pool of motoneurons. Thus the firing rate spectrum presents a time-invariant view of the behavior of the firing rates of all the motoneurons that are present in a muscle. If the electrical characteristics of the motoneurons change as a function of time, then the characteristics of the firing rate spectrum may change.

The firing rate spectrum differs for the two muscles in this study, although the maximal firing rate value reached by the motor units is not as different as that reported in previous studies. For instance, for the FDI muscle maximal firing rate values are lower than those previously reported (Seki et al. 2007). This outcome is largely due to the manner in which the firing rate values are computed. In this study, the interpulse intervals of the motor unit trains are filtered with a 1-s Hanning window, and the firing rate estimate is obtained as the average over a time interval. As a result, the estimated firing rate has lower values than measurements taken over sporadic shorter intervals that capture brief but greater fluctuations in the firing rate commonly reported in the literature.

The firing rate spectrum reveals an interesting characteristic of the scheme that controls the firing of motoneurons. The hierarchical increase in the time constant with recruitment threshold determines the hierarchical increase (velocity) of the firing rates, so that earlier-recruited motor units present a greater velocity in their firing rates than later-recruited motor units [see De Luca and Hostage (2010) for additional details]. Note that, according to Eq. 9, the hierarchy in the velocity is maintained at all force levels, as the velocity of the firing rate depends on the value of both the time constant $\theta$ and the peak firing rate value $A_P$. The latter is dependent on the force level or the excitation to the motoneuron pool. Consequently, the hierarchical progression of the firing rates is evident at all force levels.

As the excitation increases, the firing rate of all the motor units increases and vice versa. The presence of this common excitation has been reported previously by De Luca et al. (1982b) and De Luca and Erim (1994) and has been termed the “common drive,” which represents a net excitation applied to all the motoneurons in the motoneuron pool. The hierarchical progression of the firing rate values and the inverse relation to the recruitment threshold present a pictorial image that resembles the layering of an onion and has been termed the “onion skin” property (De Luca et al. 1982a; De Luca and Erim 1994; De Luca and Hostage 2010).

The central nervous system does not control the firing behavior of each individual motor unit, but instead it modulates the behavior of the entire motoneuron pool of a muscle in the same way. This is an extremely simple and computationally efficient scheme for the brain. All the motoneurons in a pool are driven by the same excitation, and the resulting recruitment and firing characteristics are determined by the physical properties of the motoneurons.

**Implications for motor unit control.** In addition to formulating the behavior of the firing rates of motoneurons during isometric voluntary contractions, the findings of this study
support the previously reported observation that at any time or excitation (force) the firing rates of later-recruited motoneurons have lower values than those of earlier-recruited motoneurons or, stated differently, the firing rate of motoneurons is inversely proportional to their recruitment threshold.

This control strategy does not optimize the force output of the muscle. If it were so, the firing rate would be directly proportional to the recruitment threshold. Then, the higher-threshold motor units having higher-amplitude and shorter-duration force-twitches would fire faster to tetanize the force output of the motor unit. In contrast, the lower-threshold motor units having lower-amplitude and longer-duration force-twitches would not need to fire as fast to produce tetanic forces. In the control scheme reported here, the higher-threshold, higher-amplitude, shorter-duration force-twitch motor units do not tetanize. The lower-threshold motor units fire faster and are tetanized, but the firing rate trajectory decelerates more quickly to economize the energy used in generating more action potential pulses when the force output of the motor unit would not increase further.

The onion skin control scheme provides at least two favorable aspects that are expedient for daily activities. The first is
that the scheme for motor unit control did not evolve to enhance force; instead it seems to have optimized some combination of force magnitude and time duration. High-threshold motor units generally fatigue at a faster rate. If they were to fire at relatively greater rates, they would fatigue more quickly and their force could not be maintained. An outcome of this control structure is that it produces greater variability in the force output of the muscle because the high-threshold motor units do not tetanize. When a high force output is required, force smoothness is sacrificed for force sustainability. The onion skin control scheme would seem to better serve the flight-and-fight response by providing the capacity to generate force and the capacity to sustain it. The second advantageous feature of the control scheme is that it provides a greater economy of force generation during most normal functional daily activities, such as normal walking, that require low force levels generated over short periods of time. In these cases, the lower time constant of the earlier-recruited motor units renders a faster-rising firing rate, which generates more force from the low-threshold motor units used for low-level contractions.

**APPENDIX 1**

Here we address the performance of the sEMG signal decomposition in terms of its accuracy and potential bias for modifying the characteristics of the firing intervals. The test for accuracy is depicted in Fig. 8, A and B. Figure 8, C and D, represents the test for potential bias, as well as another test for accuracy.

The accuracy of the algorithm is evaluated with the Decompose-Synthesize-Decompose–Compare (DSDC) test proposed by Nawab et al. (2010) and expanded in the Appendix of De Luca and Hostage (2010). A real sEMG signal is decomposed to obtain all the firing instances (original dMUAPTs in Fig. 8A) and the action potential shapes of all the identified motor units. The original dMUAPTs and the action potential shapes are used to synthesize a signal to which Gaussian noise is added with a root-mean-square value equivalent to the action potential shapes used to synthesize a signal from which the decomposition was performed. The synthesized signal is then decomposed, and the result of the decomposition (dMUAPTs in Fig. 8B) is compared with the decomposition of the real sEMG signal (original dMUAPTs in Fig. 8A). We wish to challenge the test with shapes that are realistic rather than well-behaved functions derived from mathematical models.

The accuracy of each MUAPt then is measured as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = 1 - \frac{N_{\text{error}}/N_{\text{truth}}}{1} = \frac{(N_{FP} + N_{FN})}{(N_{FP} + N_{TN})}
\]

where \(N_{\text{truth}}\) represents the total number of true events identified in the decomposition of the real sEMG signal, including all firing occurrences [true positive (TP)] and all quiescent periods [true negative (TN)] between any two consecutive firings. \(N_{\text{error}}\) represents the total number of unmatched events between the decomposition of the real sEMG signal and the decomposition of the synthesized signal [false positive (FP) and false negative (FN)].

This formula is an improvement over that presented in the Appendix of De Luca and Hostage (2010). Quiescent periods in the real sEMG signal are now considered as part of true events, ensuring that all true and false events are considered and are equally weighted in the accuracy evaluation. The modification results in only a few percent change in the degree of accuracy, but it is a more comprehensive evaluation approach.

Average accuracy values obtained from 55 contractions in 3 different muscles ranged between 91% and 94% in De Luca and Hostage (2010). Nawab et al. (2010) reported an average accuracy of 92.5% from 22 contractions from 5 muscles, which increased to >95.2% with recent improvements (De Luca and Nawab 2011).

Now we proceed to address any tendency of bias in the decomposition algorithm. This study provides evidence of a hierarchical organization in the behavior of motor units, whose firing rates present a layered structure with the earlier-recruited motor units achieving higher firing rates than the later-recruited motor units. An issue can be raised as to whether the algorithm itself biases the results and artificially produces a structured behavior. This issue can be addressed by testing the decomposition algorithm with a synthesized signal consisting of MUAPts whose firing instances are randomized and do not possess a structured behavior. If the firing instances of the decomposition of such a randomized signal do not possess a structured behavior, then there is no bias. A procedure for this test is depicted in Fig. 8, A, C, and D. The structure of the test is similar to the accuracy test, with the singular addition of the process for the randomization of the firing instances in Fig. 8C prior to generating the synthesized signal.

The trains with randomized firing intervals are generated as follows:

1. A real sEMG signal is decomposed to obtain the firing instances of each identified MUAPT and the waveform of the action potential. These are the original dMUAPTs in Fig. 8A.
2. The mean firing rate of each MUAPT (\(MFR_i\), where \(i\) indicates the \(i\)th train) identified in the decomposition of the real sEMG signal is computed over the entire signal length, and the median value of all \(MFR\) is taken as the firing rate value (\(MFR_{\text{med}}\)) for each motor unit.
3. For each MUAPT, firing instances are either randomly inserted or randomly removed until \(MFR = MFR_{\text{med}} \pm \Delta\). The permissible deviation \(\Delta\) between the actual value \(MFR\) and the desired median value \(MFR_{\text{med}}\) is set to \(\Delta = 0.05\) pps.

Fig. 9. Test for measuring the accuracy of the decomposition algorithm and for proving that the algorithm does not bias the behavior of the firing rates of the dMUAPTs. **Left:** A: firing instances of a set of 46 MUAPTs that were decomposed from a real sEMG signal obtained from a 35% MVC contraction from the VL muscle. The dark line represents the force output of the muscle. B: firing instances of each of the original MUAPTs (in A) that were randomized according to the description in the text. C: firing instances of the MUAPTs that were obtained by decomposing the synthesized signal of the randomized MUAPTs in B. Note that the MUAPTs identified by the decomposition were the same as the 46 that were used to construct the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs, as evidenced by the shapes of the action potentials presented in Fig. 10. The expansions on right show 1-s epoch of 9 selected MUAPTs in all 3 segments (A, B, and C). The MUAPTs are presented in groups of 3. The top one (a) contains those from the original dMUAPTs in the top section (A). The middle one (b) contains those with the randomized firing instances in the middle section (B). The bottom one (c) contains those from the decomposed signal constructed from the randomized MUAPTs in the bottom section (C). Note that the randomization effect is noticeable when comparing the bottom train to the top train. The accuracy of the decomposition algorithm is noticeable when comparing the bottom train to the middle train. These latter 2 are nearly similar, as would be expected from the measured high (95.4 ± 1.2%) accuracy value of the decomposition of the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs. Note that this accuracy value is similar to that obtained by the decomposition of the synthesized, but not randomized, signal of MUAPTs (95.6 ± 0.8%). For details of the method used to calculate the accuracy, refer to APPENDIX 1. **Right:** mean firing rates computed by low-pass filtering the 46 MUAPTs in the 3 segments shown on left with a Hanning window of 1-s duration. On right the mean firing rates of motor units 1 and 45 are provided for clarity. Note that the mean firing rates computed from the original dMUAPTs (top section) present a hierarchical sequence. The range of firing rates between the first and the last recruited motor unit is ~18 pps, whereas the mean firing rates computed from the randomized MUAPTs (middle section) as well as those computed from the randomized dMUAPTs (bottom section) all present firing rates with similar values (~20 pps). This is a proof that the algorithm does not bias the data to artificially introduce the structured behavior clearly observable in the real sEMG signal of the top section.
If \( MFR_{i} < MFR_{med} + \Delta \), firings are added. For each extra firing, a random location is chosen between the first and last firing instance, with the only constraint that the new generated interpulse interval be greater than the shortest observed interpulse interval.

If \( MFR_{i} > MFR_{med} + \Delta \), firings are deleted. A firing is randomly selected from the train and deleted, with the constraint that the new generated interpulse interval be less than the longest observed interpulse interval.

The stochastic process employs a uniform distribution to ensure that each firing is equally likely to be removed or that each interpulse interval is equally likely to be modified with an extra firing.

4. The firing instances of each MUAPT are then shuffled to ensure that no relation exists between each consecutive interpulse interval.

The process generates a set of MUAPTs with random firing interpulse intervals (Fig. 8C), all having the same mean firing rate, void of a structured hierarchical configuration. The randomized MUAPTs are used to create a synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs, which is decomposed. The firing instances of the decomposition (randomized dMUAPTs in Fig. 8D) are compared with those of the randomized MUAPTs (Fig. 8C).

An example of this operation is presented in Fig. 9, left. Figure 9A shows the firing instances of 46 MUAPTs from the decomposition of the real sEMG signal obtained from the VL muscle during a 35% MVC. Figure 9B presents the same information from the randomized MUAPTs generated as described above, i.e., from the randomization process applied to the original dMUAPTs in Fig. 9A. Figure 9C presents the same information obtained from the decomposition of the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs generated using the randomized MUAPTs in Fig. 9B. For clarity, the firing instances of nine representative motor units are expanded over a 1-s interval on the right of the plots. Note that the expanded view on the right contains three trains for each motor unit. The top train (a) belongs to the original dMUAPTs in the top panel, the middle train (b) belongs to the randomized MUAPTs in the middle panel, and the bottom train (c)...

---

Fig. 10. Here we show the action potentials of the 46 MUAPTs presented in Fig. 9 and a detailed comparison of the firing instances. **Top:** the blue action potential shapes belong to the MUAPTs that were identified in the decomposition of the real sEMG signal (top segment in Fig. 9) and were used to construct the signal with randomized firing instances. The red action potentials were obtained by the decomposition of the randomized signal constructed with the blue action potentials and with randomized firing instances. Note the similarity. **Bottom:** a short epoch of the firings of the first and last 10 MUAPTs. Bars and quiescent periods between bars represent the firing instances of the randomized MUAPTs in Fig. 9B [true positive (TP) and true negative (TN)], Xs indicate those from the MUAPTs obtained from the decomposition of the synthesized signal in Fig. 9C constructed from the randomized MUAPTs. A red circle represents a missing firing [false negative (FN)] that is not recognized in the MUAPT from the decomposition of the synthesized signal. A red cross indicates an additional firing [false positive (FP)] in the MUAPT from the decomposition of the synthesized signal that is not present in the randomized MUAPT. The accuracy of the decomposition and the number of errors per second are listed at bottom left. In the presented MUAPTs the accuracy ranges from 95.1% to 100%. The average accuracy over all 46 MUAPTs is 95.4 ± 1.2%.
belongs to the randomized dMUAPTs in the bottom panel. This view facilitates comparison among the original firing train (a), the randomized train input to the decomposition algorithm (b), and the output of the decomposition algorithm (c) for each expanded motor unit. Note that the middle randomized train (b) of each motor unit differs from the original train (a) of the same motor unit. Also, the top trains display a gradually greater number of firings for earlier-recruited motor units, whereas the middle trains have a similar number of firings. Finally, the firing instances in the middle and bottom panels (randomized MUAPTs and randomized dMUAPTs) match closely, indicating that the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs was decomposed accurately.

The mean firing rates of the three sets of MUAPTs, computed by applying a 1-s Hanning window to the interpulse intervals of each MUAPT are presented in Fig. 9, right. Note that the mean firing rates from the decomposition of the real sEMG signal (top panel) show the “onion skin” property in which the firing rate of the motor units are inversely proportional to the recruitment threshold. A range of ~18 pps is observed between the first-recruited and the last-recruited motor units, a point more clearly observed in the extraction of the firing rates of motor units 1 and 45 on the right of the plot, whereas the mean firing rates of the randomized MUAPTs (middle panel) and those of the decomposition of the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs (bottom panel) show no such relationship. Thus no bias was introduced by the algorithm in the decomposition of the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs.

This test proves that the structured behavior observed in the decomposition of real sEMG signals does not derive from a model imbued in the algorithm; instead, it represents a physiological hierarchical organization of motor unit behavior.

The test for bias provides another measure of accuracy in addition to the DSDC test. These two tests are similar, with the sole exception that in the bias test the firing instances of the MUAPTs are randomized, whereas in the DSDC test the original dMUAPTs (no randomization) are used to synthesize a signal that is decomposed. In Fig. 8, the top panels (A and B) represent the DSDC test and the bottom panels (C and D) show the bias test structure.

The results of the accuracy evaluation from the comparison of the firing instances and shapes of the MUAPTs from the randomized set and the MUAPTs from the randomized dMUAPTs are presented in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, top, the blue shapes represent the action potentials of motor units 1 and 45 on the right of the plot, whereas the red shapes...
of the decomposed randomized MUAPTs (Fig. 9C). Note that the number of motor units is the same and the identified shapes of each motor unit are, in large part, similar. Figure 10, bottom, presents an epoch of the firings of the identified MUAPTs from the decomposition of the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs. The blue bars represent the firing instances of the randomized MUAPTs, and the black Xs indicate the identified firing instances in the decomposition of the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs. Thus the blue bars and blue quiescent periods between bars indicate true firing instances (TP) and quiescent periods (TN) in the synthesized signal of randomized MUAPTs. The red markers indicate errors. A red circle indicates a missed firing instance (FN), i.e., a firing that is present in the synthesized signal but was missed in the decomposition of the synthesized signal. A red cross indicates an additional firing (FP), that is, a firing instance that is detected in the decomposition of the synthesized signal but does not exist in the randomized MUAPTs. The accuracy and the number of errors per second for the selected 2-s interval are tabulated next to the comparison of firing instances in Fig. 10, bottom. For all 46 MUAPTs, the average accuracy is 95.4 ± 1.2%.

When the accuracy for the DSDC test performed by comparing the firing instances of the real dEMG signal to the synthesized signal is calculated, the average value over all 46 MUAPTs is 95.6 ± 0.8%. This degree of accuracy is similar to that obtained from the bias test, which required the randomization of the interpulse intervals. It is also similar to the values reported in previous studies (Nawab et al. 2010; De Luca and Hostage 2010; De Luca and Nawab 2011).

Hence, the DSDC test may be used to assess the accuracy of the decomposition algorithm of each MUAPT, without performing the randomization of the interpulse intervals.

APPENDIX 2

To determine a suitable length for the Hanning window used to filter the firing rates when estimating θ(t), we tested window lengths of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-s duration. Figure 11, top and middle, shows the firing rates of motor units from a 50% MVC contraction of the FDI muscle (left) and a 100% MVC contraction of the VL muscle (right). The instantaneous firing rates are presented in Fig. 11, top, for three and two representative motor units identified in the FDI and VL muscles, respectively. The mean firing rates computed with a 1-s Hanning window for all the identified motor units in the two contractions are presented in Fig. 11, middle. Figure 11, bottom, displays the relation between the estimated time constant and the recruitment threshold for the motor units obtained in the two different contractions when the mean firing rates are computed with Hanning windows of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-s duration. It is evident that the estimate of the time constant is influenced by the filtering process. As the length of the Hanning window increases, values of θ also increase and the regression lines shift upward. The slope of the regression lines decreases with increasing window duration: from 4.13 to 3.39, 2.70, 2.19 in the FDI muscle and from 3.60 to 3.50, 3.62, and 3.44 in the VL muscle for windows of 1, 2, 3, and 4 s, respectively. The intercept of the regression lines increases with increasing window duration: from 0.28 to 0.43, 0.61, 0.80 in the FDI muscle and from −1.30 to −0.92, −0.92, and −0.69 in the VL muscle for windows of 1, 2, 3, and 4 s, respectively.

A 1-s Hanning window was chosen, as it smoothes the firing rate trajectories while reducing the filtering bias.
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